ARTICLES FROM ONLINE PERIODICAL DATABASES (Infotrac, Newsbank, etc.)

Author, A.A. (Year). Title of article. *Title of Journal, volume number, (issue number), page numbers*. Retrieval Statement which is the date of access and the name of the database.


ARTICLES FROM ONLINE PERIODICALS (E-Journals - not from a periodical database)


BASIC WEB PAGE/DOCUMENT AND WEB SITE

Basic Page  Author, A.A. (Date). *Title of work.* Retrieved month day, year, from URL


Citing an entire Web site (not a specific document or page on the site), can be done by giving the address of the site in the text. Entire Web sites are NOT included in the Reference list. For example, The APA website is a good source for information about careers in psychology (http://www.apa.org).

E-Mail  E-mail communications should be cited as personal communications as noted in the *APA Publications Manual* (5th ed., p. 214). Personal communications are cited only in the text as parenthetical citations and NOT in the Reference list. For example: A.B. Cooley (personal communication, May 4, 2000) said that fraternal twins have shorter life-spans.

TIPS:  * Do NOT use a period at the end of a citation which ends with a URL (web address)

- Capitalize significant words in the title of periodicals.
- Italics are used for all titles and periodical volume numbers.
- Citations should be double-spaced.
- Sometimes authors are not known and there is no “last update” showing for the Web document. In this case, use the date Web site/page was accessed and try to identify the author/organization of the Web page. If none is found, do not list an author. Use (n.d.) if no date of creation or update if found.
- Information found on the Internet MUST always be evaluated to confirm accuracy, authority and currency.
- For all other types of online sources, consult the 5th edition of the *Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association* or their Web site: http://www.apastyle.org/elecsource.html
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